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At UMO, 34 have applied to Peace Corps so far this year
Every-one has seen that clever
little poster that cornetts a peace sign
into a "YOU." Has anyone read on?
These posters are displayed to let
students kno% vvhen a Peace Corps
representative will be on campus to
talk to interested persons.
About 45,000 volunteers have
served in the Peace Corps since its
inception on March 1, 1961. Each
y- ear, approximately 5,000 new
volunteers are ushered into service
throughout 58 countries in the free
world. Of the 45,000. 88 from Maine
joined through September of 1969.
More recent figures are not available.
The number of people from
Maine could increase rapidly, as
changes in Peace Corp, policy over
the past two years now place greate
r
emphasis on hiring people with an
agricultural background.
According to the regional
director of the Corps. James Boulard,
if the Peace Corps were to induct the
number of people needed with
degrees in agricultural study areas,
almost half of all people graduating
Cut out and save this ad
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with such degrees in the country each
There is no local office of the
village that needs two specific hygicitai instruction or the
year would have to be taken.
teaching
Peace C'orps in the Orono area. volunteers."
of English.
"We could never approach that,
Students wishing to apply to the
Because placement of people
Boulard says that volunt
so we get someone with a rural
eers
Corps must do so at the placement depends entirely on the nature of the often come home
with mixed
background and hope he can do it,"
office. During periodic visists.
reques
reacti
great
t,
ons.
deal
a
Some
of luck is
feel fulfillment and
says Boulard.
Corps representative from Boston involved in placing marned couples others disillusionm
ent. Whatever the
Boulard states that people with a will
interview the applicants. The together.
final verdict, though, the volunt
rural background in Maine are usually' repres
eers
entative has been on campus
Single males are usually requested usually return home having learned
chosen over urban -raised students twice
as
this year.
for agricultural teaching and females much, or more, than they taught,
attending such schools as Boston
he
Peace Corps volunteers are sent are most often wanted for health and says.
University.
only to countries that request them,
"We prefer anyone who has and then only specia
lists in requested
worked or lived on a farm," says fields are sent.
For that reason, the
Boulard."The biggest shortcoming of program has almos
t no control over
the Peace Corps has been in the field what it will need
to fill requests for a
of agriculture."
given year until notified by
At UMO, there were 30 participating countries.. These
applicants during the 1969-70 school countries are all non-c
ommunist,
year, and there have been 34 this though Chile which electe
d a Marxist
year so far. Of the latter, six have president last year,
does accept
The Orono 18 were scnicifted to office probation
been accepted (one is already in volunteers.
until the end of the
"office probation" a sentence lasting semester.
training), two have been rejected, one
But the graduate
Of the 45,000 people who have
for
most
of
them
until the end of the committee voted
has withdrawn his application, and participated in the program, 11,00
to place its member
0 semester.
on the same sentence until the
the other 25 are still being went to Africa. Of these, 1,500
end of
left
"Off
prob
ice
atio
means
n"
the fall semester next year.
considered.
early, 1,200 asked for an extended
nothing more than a slip of paper
Six acceptances in eight decisions tour, and the remainder served
The graduate student is
the going into the records of each of the
Tony
Is far above the national average. usual two years
Kaliss, one of the
befor returning
18
UMO
stude
indica
nts,
"defense
ting that
Usually, only one in four applicants home.
they are on probation. But the slips attorneys" for the 18 students.
is accepted, according to Boulard.
In North Africa and the Middle
The other 17 students include
will
be withdrawn at the end of the
Usually t'le program receives East, 7,500 were sent, 1,300 retur
ned
sentence and no trace of them will John Nickless, Robert Yambor, Mike
about 20,000 applications each year. early and 525 exten
ded their tours. remain after
wards in academic Hargis, Anne Shalek, Kevin McTighe,
So far this year, applications
are In Latin America, of 14,000 records.
Mark Nichols. Michele Donnelly
running about 47 percent ahead of volunteers, 2.800 short
ened their
"Die 18 students were convicted Price, Frank Price, Albert Bernier,
the usual amount.
stay while 1,400 extended theirs.
March 25 for trespassing on the John Newton, Karen Edgecomb,
Peace Corps policy does not
With recent episodes of
March 15 A & S faculty meeting. Camillo Dibiasc Timothy Keating,
permit the release of names of those kidnapped diplo
mats in mind, Sente
ncing was deferred until after Thomas Workman, Joyce Day,
enrolled in the program. 110WCVCI, Boulard was asked
if any Peace Corps semes
ter vacation, which began the Patricia Ledoux, and Thomas
one UMO student has made publi
c people had been taken hostage.
day after their conviction.
Callahan.
her plans. Pam Murphy, a senior from
"Not yet," he says. "They could
The mood of the 18 students,
When the hearing began Tuesday
Auburn, will leave for Canada June be though,
they're almost totally
together with the three dozen or so evening, Prof. Walt
17 for training. From there she will unprotected.
er S.
" However, "most
spectators and many of the 22 Schoenberger, moderator of
go to l'rench Equatorial Africa
the
to people feel that a Peace Corps
commi
ttee members who convicted meeting and chairman of
teach Unglish.
the
volunteer, though an American, is
them earlier was one of joy.
undergraduate committee, offered
Miss Murphy's training program, working for their count
ry. Instances
"We won. We won," some of the the Orono 18 time for any
like all other Corps members, will of trouble are very
rare," he adds.
defendants said after the sentences statements they wanted to make
consist of three parts. The first is
in
What kind of person does the
a
were announced and the meeting relation to the sentence about
test of the language spoken in the Corps accept?
to be
disba
nded
immediately afterwards.
passed on them by members of the
country where she is going.
"Every type - - we're not after a
The
"It's as good as an acquittal." was three committees.
second is a culture study of
the homogeneous group." says Boulard.
typical of the comments after the
Kaliss , a graduate student in
natives, and the final part is technical
Unmarried people are easier to
meeting adjourned.
economics, contended that the case
studies in her teaching area.
place ... otherwise we have to find a
The 18 students were convicted was "political, and not a simple case
and sentenced according to
their of trespassing at all.
academic status here. A group
"There is a larger issue involved
of
faculty, administrators and stude
nts here," he said. "It is the student's
represented undergraduate, gradu
ate right to participate in the functions
and C.E.D. committees.
of the university." Then he compared
Both the undergraduate and the Orono 18's trespassing on the A
C.E.D. committees voted to
place & S faculty meeting with
students under their jurisdiction
on ."Birmingham police arresting Negros
for 'trespassing' when they tried to
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buy a hamburger at Woolworth's in
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the early 1960's."
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50 modular apartments may be built

Jobs found for 121
of 1,050 UMO seniors
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In
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1963
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J. Brockway, director of
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University campuses, passes the
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physical facilities.
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And although teacher placemen
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so that rents are
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did
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ago." applications. .Alth
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adding room. it 2.737 present a
new housing on whieh the comm
sign their
Please SDecTy
special .olloqinum on May
ittee student..
t
8 Traci. Tane Casse"e 0
, L P Rec,,c1
w Inch nearlv doubled the I I.
Send GM,.
has decided. given the choic
v.i2eiss.- lie saki.
,.•
S9 95 E.,
at 7:3ii p.m.. in 108
es for
IL ,a
L
additional space.
Mole
Char,ottes.
aa
aL.
One choice was for a new
dorm
but it has been ruled out tempo
rarily
because of the time factor for
the
enrollment freeze.
If we knew for certain at
what
time the enrollment freeze will
end,"
said Rideout. "we could plan
for a
new dorm or whatever.
But the
freeze could end in nine months
or it
could last for the nest three years
. So
we had to rule out a new dorm
on
that basis."
He pointed out that the hous
ing
committee was more dispo
sed
towards this type of housing beca
use
"we might be able to attract stude
nts
to live on campus wao are now livin
g
in apartment . in Old Town
and
Orono. If that's the type
of
atmosphere they want, perhaps
they
can get it here."
The project, which will cost S1.4
million, is designed to house
four
students in each apartment. Ther
e
will be two two-man bedrooms
, a
utility room, and a bathroom. Rent
is
scheduled to be $85 monthly but
students must get their own meal
s or
buy a dining hall ticket.
Students in dorms, Rideout
pointed out, pay SI 19 monthly
for
room and dining hall privileges.
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50SECOND PRIZES
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law

LINOLEUMS
12x12- I2x15 - 12x18

up.

6x9' 71
/
20 - 9x12
EZ terms 827-2484

HANG TEN HOT PANTS OUTFITS

& A PAIR OF SCI 4 1 1 EAERCISE SANDALS

Economy Furniture
Old Town

LOW COST- LEGAL

ABORTIONS
FOR FULL INFORMATION
CALL ICOLLECT IF YOU WISH)

(212) 741-1190
OPEN 24 HOURS
A DAY

•ff,

50THIRD PRIZES
‘1%

A PAIR a SI 1 4 1 1 EXERCISE SANDALS
Could you be walking around on the Great Gam
s of 1971?
Could yours be the great-looking
legs worth $2,500 cash, for
your education or whatever else you plea
se?
Could you be one of the 50 coeds (one from each state)
whose legs win you Second Prize,
two great hot pants outfits
by Hang Ten' —plus a pair of Scholl Exer
cise Sandals to keep
those gorgeous gams in shape?
Runners-up from each state get Thir
d Prize, a pair of Scholl
Exercise Sandals.
Limber up those legs, gals. Go get
the details at your Scholl
Sandal display in local departme
nt, shoe or drug stores.

Arrangements can be made
for the abortion to be
performed within 24 hours by
Board Certified Gynecologists
in New York Hospitals or
Private Hospital Affiliated Clinics
COMPLETELY MODERN FACILITIES
Strictly Confidential Service Fee

L

MAGMAS
ASSOCIATES INC.
695 Washington Street
New York, N Y. 10014

(212) 741-1190

EXEROSE WAS
11 you're not ready to put your legs on the line,
get yourself a pair of
Scholl Exercise Sandals, the ones with the
exclusive toe-grip, the
super-comfortable sandals that help shape
up your legs while you walk.
CONTEST RULES: Send printed name, home addre
ss, signature and full -figure
photo to Scholl Great Gams Conte
Sox 812, Times Square Station, New
York,
New York 10036 Entries must be st,
postm
arked
no
later than midnight. July 31,
1971. Only girls enrolled full- or part-time in an accre
dited two. or four-year
college Or university (or 1971 graduates
11 will be eligible. Winners will
be
chosen by an independent and impartialthere0
group of fudges. Judges' decis
ion will
be final. All prizes will be awarded. No purch
ase required. Void where prohibited
by law. All pictures submitted become the prope
rty of The Scholl Mfg Co., Inc.,
and cannot be returned. Your
stand the rules of this contest.signature Indicates that you have read and under-
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Faculty being surveyed for Newman Center use
by Eileen Stret ti.11

1

Curtis asks McNeil for investigation
into firing of two head residents

Petition signers say they feel that sponsored
last week in the gy
'mat de,
,,11
CI to be
the decision to allocate the space for
made on what the N..'w man Cente
Miss
Churchill said she was told
(,,t‘ernoi ('urns has mitten a women elsewhere in the syste
r a faculty club was made without
m.
Chapel still be used tor next fall.
letter to Chancellor McNeil asking
having proper information from both by Goode that she should have the
"I can't understand why the
Vi hue it seemed a couple of weeks
backi
ng
group
of
him
some
condu
campu
invest
to
on
ct an
igation into ladies didn't go before the
s
sides. She said that many- faculty
Grievance
ago that it vvould be renovated
before trying to go ahead with her
the matter of the two dormitory Committee with their
as a members have already signed it.
complaints,"
university faculty dub, that decisi
plans. "I've got the senate behind me
head
reside
nts
on
who
were
discha
rged
Keane said, "instead of going to the
When the idea of using the
is not irreversible.
governor."
Newman Center as a faculty club vvas and the child development center. three weeks ago.
1r arsel Goode. director of spacing propo
Mrs. Doris Drisko of York Hall,
Mrs. Drisko said "no comment"
sed to the UMO faculty in and I've got Dean Kaplan for
and scheduling. said there may be a
and Miss Erma Budden of Hart Hall when asked why she
January, it was met with definite administrative backing. I don't know
decided to
"waning feeling" toward the faculty
told Robert Sheperd, an aide of Gov. circumvent the committee.
enthusiasm. Many faculty members what eke he thinks I need," she said.
club, and that the situation is being
Curtis, that they couldn't understand
No report on the Chancellor's
were discouraged because more
She said that should she
"critically checked to see that those facilit
why they had been chosen to be laid investigation into the
ies have not been provided for definitely not be able to get the
matter is
who have it are going to do their relaxa
tion.
Newman Center, she has other plans. off. They also told him how difficult available as yet.
something with it."
it was to secure employment this late
Reports of a State Senate
Goode said the opening of the "The Newman Center is still our first
A survey of all faculty members
Ford Room in the Union as a faculty consideration, and we're going to in the year, and how there is a investigation of Dean Arthur
on campus is being conducted to see
lounge and the acceptance of many keep trying to get it, but if worse definite amount of discrimination in Kaplan's office have not been
what present attitudes are. -I- he
hiring and firing practices at UMO.
confirmed. Mrs. Drisko said she
faculty members of the need for a conies to worse, we might end up
survey should be completed within a
Robert Keane, director of talked to Senator Joseph
day care center may have decreased doing what the Security Police did Sewall, who
week, and the decisions on the
get a trailer type unit. Fven that will classified personnel, said he felt four is known to be sympathetic to their
interest in the Center.
disposition of the Newman Center
to
five
month
s notice is ample cause, but has received no word of
Goode said that one of the be espensive.
an
and day care center will follow.
enough. lie said that every effort is investigation. Neither has
considerations involved is a question
Dean
Also requesting use of the Center
John Blake, vice president for being made to find the jobs for the Kaplan.
of continued support.
for use in Nancy Churchill, former
finance and administration, said that
Miss Churchill said that she has
head of student services, who wants
in all the questioning that people
received a donation of $500 from the
to establish a child day- care center.
have been doing about the use of the
freshman class, $1250 from AWS,
Miss Churchill drew up a petition
Newman Center as a child care
support from the student senate, and
which is being circulated by the
center, no one has "worried about
a donation of approximately $500
student senate, asking the space
the use of a wooden building for by Susan Scanlan
as long as the student remains in
from Pi Beta Phi sorority as a result
committee to reconsider its decision.
children. I doubt if you could get it
atte,7ndahnece.
of the 1 rankenstein concert they
fireproofed enough for use where
wenty-two LIMO students have
rule that status remained
children are concerned.—
been allowed to become Maine the same was
not challenged in this
The faculty and Miss Churchill's residents in order to be granted state," Stuart explains, "but it was
in
group are not the only ones wanting in-state tuition fees since a new several other states and those
state
Univer
sity
regula
tion went into effect supreme courts
to use the Center. Alpha Delta
ruled it
Upsilon fraternity. which has no in December.
unconstitutional. We thought it
Accor
ding
to
Alden
U. Stuart, would be unconstitutional
house has also requested the space.
here, so
UMO business manager, 45 students we took the
steps to have it
have applied for the change in status changed."
so far.
It is easy for a woman who
Under the new regulation, a
marries an in-state man to be granted
student applying for the resident in-state
tuition because the legal
change must have lived in Maine for residence
of a married woman
the past year before submitting his automa
tically follows that of her
application. He must also indicate husband.
that he intends to become a
But an out-of-state man who
permanent resident here.
marries a Maine woman must go
Stuart says that he must fill out through the
application process for
an application and submit it to him. him to
get in-state tuition rates.
Stuart alone rejects or accepts it. But
If Stuart
denies a
if it is rejected, his decision can be chang
e-of-residence request, the
appealed.
student may appeal the decision.
"Our attorneys tell us that the There
have been several appeals this
A prophet is somebody
greatest basis we should consider is year,
and in sonic cases the decision
intent." says Stuart. "And it's very, has
who is close to God,
been reversed.
very difficult to decide where it's
There are three steps in the
who sees spiritual solubased on intent."
appeal process. It must be approved
tions to world probIn determining a student's by John
M. Blake, vice president for
sincerity. Stuart considers whether he
lems, who leads the
finance and administration, Winthrop
has registered to vote, registered a C.
Libby, UMO president, and
people to them.
car, purchased property in Maine.
Herbert 1.. 1-owle, vice chancellor for
obtained a Maine driver's license, busine
ss and financial affairs.
Joseph G. Heard of
paid state income tax and lived in
If
any of them disagrees with the
The Christian Science
Maine on a year-round basis.
initial refusal, the decision will be
Board of Lectureship
The old regulation read "The reversed and the student will be
thinks we need some
tuition status as determined at the granted in-state tuition rates.
time of enrollment normally pre ails
But if it is refused, the applicant
prophets today.
can also re-apply later.

New rule eases tuition status for 22

I Why are
Prophets
needed
today?

Summerizf,
come to ur
Flexible Scheduling
• First 6-week session begins June 14
• First 5-week session begins June
21
• Morning and evening classes —
afternoons free
Guaranteed Courses
• Over 200 in each session
• Small, intimate classes
• Reasonable Rates
Relaxed, Informal Atmosphere
• 5 minutes to ocean beaches
• 30 minutes to Newport Music Festi
vals
• 2 hours to the Cape

Hear him tell what it
takes to become one
in a talk titled
"Today's Prophet.-
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if you need an

ABORTION

you'll need compassion.

For Catalog & Registration forms, write
Summer Session
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island 0288'

on
Joseph G. Heard

s

SI

All you need do is call
us. Well tell you everything you
should and may want to
know about a safe, legal abortion in N Y. and if you
wish, arrange for the finest
medical care at the lowest
possible cost for such servi
ces.
Private chauffeured
limou
you may relax and enjoy sine, a modern suite where
refreshments are all part of our
fee, which covers
every
our foremost concern. thing. Your peace of mind is

Christian Science Lecturer

Sponsored by

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

(

ha nd
suggest:
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kilos', I
find it
I he
students.
are elugibl
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LONDON
Friday. May 7, 1971
Bangor Room
Memorial Union
7 pm.
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CALL 212-779-4800
212-779-4802
8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Weekdays
9-5 Saturday, Sunday
IT,eel.teratu,e
w.n be sent upon
request

WOMEN'S REFERRAL SERVICE,
INC.
Jackson Heights Medical Building
40.14 72nd Street
Jackson Heights, N Y. 11372
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Newsmen say PIG is public relations (not information) outf
it
SecImd J a iwwp
art series

Who would the Press
Herald
• Marion Hamilton, wile of
contact for in
*Charlie
unnurs, head ut the and something
of a journalism professor
along
public
13 rooks mailing room and
controversial nature, such
distribution.
as the Hamilton. Mrs. Hamilton
information line."
covers all
senate's suit against the Arts
*And
Wand
a Owen, who works
and colleges on campus exce
All of the television and radio
pt on a part-time basis,
Sciences faculty ?
Area newsmen agree that
writing stories stations and newspapers
the
technology,.
contacted
for weekly newspapers.
Public Information Center
"Probably we'd turn to
on campus
the
indicated that they felt PICS was, at
*Heren Renaud, who covers the
is not a public information
Associated Press." says Mcpli
Despi
te
the fact that some of least to
ec.
center to
Darling Center in Walpole and the
some degree, a public
would rather doubt that we'd
the extent it is a public
what PK'S distributes in the
relations
contact Agricultural F‘perimental
way of relations operation, not just an
Station. a nnoun cements of
the Public Information Cente
office.
speakers on accurate source of information.
r for She is the wife of l'nglish instr
uctor CallIpUS and the like
information of this kind.
"Public information is
is printed in part
We'd Walter J. Renaud.
The problem newsmen indicated
hard
or in whole in the state's
probably send a man there in such
news," say s Al Roberson
media
of WFMT
is
a
,
that
PICS does not distort news by
the
*Len Harlow.
like a city
fact remains that the
matter of importance, because
news in Bangor. "Public
University's being habitually inaccurate, but
relations is
we editor. and who takes care of sport
s public information
wouldn't want to take the chanc
hand-outs - which we get all
department is not rather because they seldom, if
e of publicity, the college of technology
the time
ever
, considered dependable
getting only one side or the
- from everybody, at the
as a "hard" volunteer information that might
other." student activities and the placement
rate of
not
news source.
about 150 per week. We don't
A reporter on the Bangor Daily offic
be helpful to the public relations
e." according to Keyo.
bother
News says that paper receives two
As W TBZ news director
even to open them most of
effort
s
*Arl
or
Don
of the University.
the time
ine Thomson. Wife Of
three releases each day and uses
Colson says. "I think they iPICS
because we know what's in them
As Bangor Daily News state desk
every political science Professor Robert B.
1 are
.
a public information organ
onyof them.
"A lot of places could save
Thomson. She is in charge of layout
itation reporter Dennis Mills says, "Its a
a lot
that is public relations oriented."
Why? "Because they're easy," the and desig
of postage if they'd take the
Ile problem of omission... they've never
n at PICS.
time to
stresses that for non-contrO
reporter says. "The CAMPUS just
look at what they're sending
VersiaI given us false information. However,
has
*George Watley. who takes care
out —
slOnies, PR'S provides ;Thou
to fill about 12 pages a week.
or maybe they're justifying
! all that if the truth is just around the corne
We of radio and televiSiOn and who.
their have
r
to fill 30 to 40 every day."
jobs, I don't know."
they won't tell us.
according to keyo, prepares 80 radio is needed. 110WCI,C11. (Or Issues such
as the Still again
Ralph Lowe of WABI news says: tapes per
But most of the local radio
st the Arts and
''II there is something
week.
and "The
Public Information Center
television stations, as well as
controversial happening at the
*Dave "Folman, the coordinator Sciences faculty • other sources
the usual
Used.
ly provides us with beepers and of publi
Bangor Daily News and the
University, they won't talk about it..
cations, who alltlIg vs it It Ron
Portland
Don perr) m I. y
slides when we ask for them.
Press Herald, use many of the
sa s that for . they won't volunteer it, let's put it
We ru ii Knight is the editor of the WO
releases a
film
a
each
story
sent out by PICS each week.
like the suit. "I woukl be that way!"
Saturday on various publications coming
out of MS each cont
acting the student senate,
Says Don Mcphee of the Portland aspects of the campus. We usually year (these inclu
Mills concluded. "So the
de
the
Univer
sity'
initiate a phone call a day to P1CS,
Press Herald: "On the state
or catalogues, student handbook and all automatically . No question about it. newsman has to go on campus to dig
desk. I'd else
they
!here
call us and tell us what's other pamph
say we get probably 12 press
's no Ilesll.111011 'MURCIA,
for and get his own information.
I Ile
releases
lets and booklets),
slUtle111 sellale Is J11101
per week and out of these
That's what a newsman should be
11aIleall) the
*AI Pelletier and Jack Walas.
, we likely to happen, such as information
org.am/ation I contact for news along doing anyw
probably use about eight."
on upcoming speakers." Don Perry of PI('S photograph
ay. That's why I think the
ers.
WGUY news says: "We get releases
Does the Press Herakl usual
* Hadley Robbins, the that line. I here's a very clear disiding whole godda nut (Willi ought to be
ly
line then. hciv\
contact PICS for public informatio
on a regular basis as far as campus superintendent
111,11 I% pe
canned."
n?
of the I niversity
activities are C011eetlled. By this I Press.
"No, the only thing I know
of
has been when people have
mean complete sports information
checked
to find out the name of the
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
ROTC concerts. and other information,such
CHALET
queen, or carnival queen, or the
new as Maine Day..
President in campus elections.
"We
use
either
piece
s
of
the
You
releases, or use them in their entirety ,
know, something we have to
have.
f_BANGOR-TeL945-5301
But they've always been coope
Or V‘ c Use Ille111 as reference material
rative
for going to a particular source and
Mien we've asked for informatio
n,—
Winne)
getting something for muscly es. We
%Thee sav5.
use them as relefeIltes III Mall) cases.
Academy
Art Contest
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,Fast Guaranteed
— REPAIR --

THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS,
EVERY KIND PRINTED
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAP
ERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED
FURNITURE AT LOW
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQU
ES FOR THAT MEAN
INGfUL GIFT.
-- Largest Shop in Main
e
End of Toll Bridge
Brewer, Maine
Open 9-9
Tel. 942-8563

, SERVICE
• Radios
• Television
• Tape
Recorders
• Record
Players
• Amplifiers
• Rand
Instruments
• Piano TunIne /,

Tel.

0.

I 1(145_9494

iw
+1 .1

VINER
MUSIC COMPANY

Tune-Ups

e

GOD'S MESSENGER FOR TODAY
Baha'u'l6h is the latest in the succession of Divin
e
Messengers sent by God since the beginning of
man's existence He is the Promised One
of all religions. His coming ushers in the Age of
Fulfillment mentioned in all the prophecies
of the past Bah,i'u'llah brings God's Plan
for world peace, world justice and world unity
FOR INFORMATION
Public Meetings: Friday 8 00 P M

0

f
01
I

ORONO BAHAI CENTER
10

Main St.

866 2516

to win a Nikon

and other valuable prizes.

1st Prize %Ikon
2nd Prize %, kkor3rd Prize
kkGrma•
Honorable Mentions
rut"'
An.1 r.,

,
T

•

•

For entry forms containing the full detai
ls and for a look at what
Empathy has already published
see your local greeting card
or poster dealer If they do not carry Empa
thy, please send
th(
store name as well as your own We'll
forward full contest
dotails to you immediately

kmpathy."Graphic's,'? West 30th Street. New York.

N.Y 10001 Dept. PC.
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Unfair presentation

May 6. 1971
The opinions expressed in this
paper are not necessarily
those of the University of Main
e.

Who controls the activity fee
The disposition of the stud
ent activity fee is
still in the hands of the stud
ents - - for the
moment. However, the ques
tion of who has
ultimate control over the mon
ey - - S88,000 - remains shrouded in a myr
iad of inter-office
memorandums and trustee dict
ums.
It is the students' money. S6
each semester,
that comprises the budget
which the activity
fee Finance Board disperse
s to member
organizations. Yet, it is the
power of the
university that enforces the
collection of the
fee by making it part of the
tuition payment
that
is necessary for enrollme
nt. As
Shakespeare would say,"there's
the rub."
If it is truly the money of
the students to
do with as they please in
the fields of "social
and cultural" enrichment,(as
many University
documents state) then the Univ
ersity would he
hypocritical to try to regulate
that moncy. in its
own interest. This, however,
is something the
University hai wile very
close to doing. By
appointing two staff member
s (one appointed
by the Council of Colleges,
the other by the
office of Student Affairs)
to "supervise" the
Finance Committee, the
University appears to
be trying to warp the
workings of that
committee in an effort to
bolster its own image.
What no doubt piompted
the latest round
of gnashing teeth and swe
aty foreheads in the
administiation is the abor
tion loan fund.
Whatevei students think of
it. the issue received
far too much public atte
ntion lot the liking of
the occupants of Alumni
Hall.
The fact that the fund is
neithei la Illtnley
nor irrecoverable hy the
students (it's a loan
fund, not a grant to the
needy I seemingly does
not enter into the minds 01
those who see red
(as in ink after failing bond issu
es). The fact is
that abortion loans crea
te contioversy and
controversy means some
lost support for the
University. Therefore. the
inevitable occuis.
The priority inherent in mos
t such univeisuN
decisions manifests itself
again: public !elation.

4/22/71). More serious, however, are
the ideas
contemplated for restrictions
of student
activities. Though the administrati
on has
commendably repulsed eltOrts by
influential
people, such as Jerome
Grossman, vice

president of Penobscot Sho
e Company, who
tried to get the University to
force an end to
student participation in the
mid-winter Old
Town shoe strike, more subt
le pressures have
been appearing.
Duiing March, rumors from
both Fernald
and Alumni halls suggested that
the activity fee
would he restricted to stud
ent-controlled
orga n 1"at ions. T hi is wou
ld mean that
contributions to organization
s not directly
under the approved auspices
of the Trustees
would he prohibited. Thus.
Howard Trotsky,
the loan fund. and even the
Student Action
Corps would all he without
student financial
support of the type now give
n, regardless of
students' feelings about the matt
er.
The reasons forwarded by
the University
for the method of persuasion
presently settled
on. the "supervisors." brings
only a momentary

sigh of relief. Legal opinions prev
alent during
the Arts and Sciences faculty
suit dispute
indicated that in a legal sense. the
activity fee

belongs to the University, not
the students. The
quest lo n
a rises that
if there
was

an
irreconcilable diffeience betwee
n the students
a nd i he u niver sit y over
a particular
expenditure, who would have
the final say?
Quite untortunaiely a.
it now stands, the

allSWel is the Univetsity.
The Univeisity claims
that too often,
"student
m nor i y groups deter mine
expendume patterns." If
the various student
governmental organization
s are "minority
groups— and, as implied, unre
presentative of the
red-blooded. all-American
collegiate interests.
hov, iepi est:mauve can
out "in loco parent's,"
- - the t niveisity - - be.
!
It is aheady time foi the tini
veisity to
ievetse the omen' tiend and
take its repressive,
image-oi wilted policies out
of the student social
allans sphere. lIme Universi
ty should spend less
time and attention on niihlk: 'elation
., and mol

conies before student treedom.
The paranoia in the supei-uni‘ei
sity sy stem
that has resulted from the dete
at of consecutive
bond issues has done littl
e toi the student. hut
much tor the pi opagan
da machine.
(In lot 'nation. noi Piopag
anda. (AMPt S

the worst when some of
the students weie
offered the opportunity to
make remarks

concerning their sentenci
ng. Almost all of them
were antagonistic to
the 22 committee
members they were facing.
The first speaker set
the pace of remarks to
follow. Michele

Donnelly Price, complained in
part, "This has

heen nothing hut a kangar
oo court. If you want
It). you can suspend me
from school because I
lust d(nCt care.— There foll
owed an emharassing
clapping from inl,st of the

Orono IX and a few
snickers 1 ruin sympathwers in
the audience. But
111oN1
III
the o grim it tee
mem hers looked

unimpiessed withMis. Pi ice'
s remarks.

Then the comments went down
to the
bottom of the baliel when one
of the Is

denounced the healing as "bul
lshit" and just
plain "shit." Piot.. Schoenbe
rget told him quite
Iii nil y to cut it out which the
student had
enough sense to do. The leillalks
that followed
woe not aS miring hut wer
e typical of vague
opinions like. "I'm only a fre
shman here but
this healing has been a 'cal educ
ation itself in
the ways of the bureaucracy
." Remarks like
these %vele a far ci y tioni the logi
c and polished
deliveu y that Kaliss made.
Even though such tasteless commen
ts
appaiently did not have any
effect on the
committee menthe's. w hen they
paled "office
plohat ion" to eve' y body. mos
t of the students
who spoke ceitamly mad
e a poot displaxof
conduct ill a public meet
ing. Usually, when
people on committees ale slib
lekied lo lough
and emotional language. they
tend to snike
hadk wlien in the sect', ity 01
a poop. instead of
hacking down and avoiding
a SlitAk doss ii -1 lie
fai that this did 111/1
happen I itesclav eveno,
..

may he lust plain 111,k toi the Oio
uo
perhaps beLause 01 w cal ineN, ‘
CI

lImeWagged

out proceedings. But the pool mantic'
5
Of

the

delendellls iii timis tim

tine XCLIM:d

diminaLon of the 2I -mea
l plan. tarn
sure that this was not the
intended
meaning, but it may have
conic
through that way to some.
I feel that another referend
um on
this question should be held
, with the
intention of determining
how many
people favor each plan
which
concerns them. I also don'
t
that a simple "majority rule think
" should
decide this problem, but
rather, if
there is a significant
number of
people interested in a parti
cular plan
(for example, the commut
er lunch
plan), it could be adopted in
addition
to the existing setup.
Kathy Kirk

Ask Herr Bopfinger
The College of Technology has a
problem. The problem is that
the
grade point average is increasi
ng so
rapidly that by extrapolation in two
more years just about every
Tech
student will be on the Dean's
list,
which implies that every
Tech
student will have a 3.0 average.
Overall, the University average
is
increasing .but at a much slower rate
than this. My electronic calculat
or,
together with a special ball filled
with
liquid crystal, tells me that
the
University will approach
this
condition in about nine more
years.
Clearly, the Tech problem
is
urgent. We tried to tell the facu
lty
about a year ago of this problem,
and
urge them to use caution in awar
ding
their highest grades.
The result was that the average

grades went up higher
than ever at
the end of the fall seme
ster of 1970.
We have considered
raising the
requirements for the Dean
's list from
3.00 to 3.25, or even
maybe 3.40.
Clearly, however, the depa
rtments do
not wish to do this,
and so the
standard remains at 3.00.
It is clear that the qu.,lity of
Tech
students is superb, and
that it is
increasing relentlessly every
year.
That they are also willing to
work
and work hard cannot be deni
ed. The
question is, then, what do
we do
about the Dean's list whe
n the day
that is surely coming arri
ves? Please
ask Herr Geheimrat Bopf
inger to
point the way.
E.W. Hough, Dean
College of TEchnology

CAMPUS pollutes
During recent years the CAM
PUS
has consistently criti
cized the
pollution and despoilation
of the
environment. However, the
CAMPUS
itself if a major contributor
to the
pollution of the inte
llectual
environment of this
university
through its publication
of trivia
mislabelled as news and
childish
babbling, masquerading as
editorial
comments.

proclamations regarding thes
e two
major concerns of cont
emporary
society, the CAMPUS
would
conclude that it
could best
contribute to the solution
of these
problems by ceasing to exis
t and do
so forthwith.
Robert A. Cicerone

l'urther, the CAMPUS
, being
printed on paper, requ
ires the
destruction of trees,
thereby
contributing to the desp
oilation of
the physical environment.
It seems to me that if
the
CAMPUS was sincere
in its

,

xer
t'1.1

e

on education.

Conduct in public meetings
Even though the CAM
PUS sy mpathites
with the Orono Is in their
contention that they
were not trespassing on
the Maid) 15 A&S
faculty meeting and even
though this ',ape is
happy that the three com
mittees gate the
students the most lenient sent
ences po!ssible.
there is still sometlnng left
to he said about the
hearing Tuesday evening.
It concerns the
disappointing conduct of som
e of the students
when they were offered
the oppoitunity by
Prof. Walter S. Schoenber
ger. the moderator, to
say something in their defe
nse concerning the
sentences about to he deci
ded.
After a well prepared, smo
oth speech by Tony
Kaliss. one of the two
"defense attorneys" lot
the students, the defe
nse then took a turn for

'The referendum question
concerning the proposed alternate
meal plans seemed to me to be
unfairly presented on the ballot. All
four plans -- two aimed at dorm
residents, two at commuters - - were
placed together in one question, and
we were asked which ONE we
supported.
Since no dorm resident would be
likely to vote for a commuter plan
(even if he felt there should be one),
this meant essentially that dorm
residents were voting against the
plans intended for commuter benefit.
It was also unclear whether
adoption of a 15-meal plan meant

i,
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LFTTEAS
Letters must he less than 300
words, typed. double-spaced, and
in our hands by 5 p.m. Monday
.
Letters
must
hear
valid
signatures and addresses. Names
will be withheld upon request.
AWARD
Five dollars will be paid
to the
person writing the best
story of
the week, in the opin
ion of the
editorial staff. All stud
ents are
eligible, with the exce
ption of
CAMPUS editorial staff
members.
The deadline for all
stories is
Tuesday noon.
Last week's award went
to
Cathy Flynn. a junior
journalism
major, for her story
on Prof.
55 alter J. Renaud.
who competed
in the Boston Marathon
.
The Maine CAMPUS is
publ
Thursdays during the coll ished
ege year
by students of the Univ
ersity of
Maine in Orono. Subscrip
tion rate
- $2.50 per semester,
$4.00 Per
year. Local advertising
rate $2.00 per column inch
. Editorial
and business offices
located at
10Q
. Lord Hall,
Univ
Maine, Orono, Main ersity of
e 04475.
Telephone
(207)
581-7531.
Represented
for
national
advertising
by
National
Educational Advertising
Serv
ices,
,i division of Readers
Digest Sales
,ind Services, Inc., 360
Lexi
ngto
n
Avenue, New York, New
York,
0017. Second class post
age paid
it Orono. Maine,
04473.

'
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THE FINGER ,4IVAR
D -- A
fellangious facsimile
of fecal
u minalion to be
pre wnted
weekly to the individual
or group
most deserving tin the
humble
estimation of this paper)
of some
negative notoriety.
This week the digi
tal
dactyloid points its grimy
self at
the Peerless Insurance
Co. of
Keene, New Hampshire
- - the
firm which has had the
student
insurance contract for the
past six
years and which will have
it again
next year.
lime fe I la ngious facs
imile
du
doubts that "there
doesn't seem to be any
need to
issue (insurance ident
ification
cards for students)."
Dr. Robert Graves, director
ot
the health center here
, advise,
that students keep on
their person
the small whit
e brochure
enumerating the items cove
red by
the policy . But much
more should
lw clone to prot
ect the student
taken ill in some tow
n not in the
kical area, where the
hospital is
nid a‘% are that the
student is
covered.
The I inger advises that
Num
organization on campus, possi
bly
the Student Senate,
seek a court
injunction forcing the issu
ance of

7, 1971

may 6, 1971
the ntaitic
7

I dissent, too

plan. I am
ie intended
have come
:rendum on
Id, with the
how many
Ian which
lon't think
ale" should
t rather, if
number of
ticular plan
iuter lunch
in addition
Kathy Kirk

han ever at
er of 1970.
raising the
i's list from
iaybe 3.40.
irtments do
nd so the
lity of Tech
that it is
y year.
ing to work
lenied. The
do we do
en the day
yes? Please
pfinger to
L)ean
chnology

these two
ntemporary
US would
.ould best
.n of these
xist and do

A. Cicerone

I would like to add my
concerning the journalistic
qualities
of the Maine CAMPUS. In
the April
29 issue you made a feebl
e attempt
to publish my letter conc
erning the
rerovations that are to
occur in the
Union building within the
next year.
Unfortunately, as you prin
ted the
letter it made no sense, as
you found
it necessary to delete the
main body
of the letter.
I feel that when you
can print
letters that are well over
the 300
word limit (a% printed
in the little
box every week) that
concern few
people on campus, yet cann
ot print a
letter in full (when less than
the 300
word limit) that conc
erns almost
every person on this camp
us. I feel

igital
self at
o. of
- the
udent
ist six
again

'there
:A to
anon

or of
Ivise'.
.rson
hure
d by
ould
dent
the
al is
is
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by Paul Adamus

the towel

Weary of criticism
Having been a student
in the
College of Technology
for nearly
four years, I have grown wear
y of the
continual onslought of criti
cisms that
have been dealt me and
my fellow
comrades in technology.
Techics are often pictured
as dull,
lifeless beings. A common
complaint
from misguided outsider
s is that
students of technology
are too
"straight." This is nothing
but a
popular untruism.
It is not unusual to see a
group of
us getting together at
the Burger
House to rap over a frappe.
Some of
the freakier techies even writ
e their

Students of technology
are
changing, and if anyone gives us
any
more grief, may they:
a) be locked up in an empty phys
ics
lab with nothing to read,
b) be zapped by a slide rule
while
gargling Listerinc.:
C) all of the above.
Roger Morin, AO

Pick up your litter
Sunday, April 25, I left the libra
ry
around 5:30 in the afternoon.
There
had been entertainment by
the
"Early Train" earlier that afte
rnoon
on the library steps. I was
rather
disgusted with the amount of
trash
and litter I saw on the mall.
My disbelief in the sincerity of my
own generation and fellow stud
ents
was reconfirmed in yet another
area
of controversy. In this day
of
protesting for one reason or anot
her
the area of pollution has come
to the
forefront as an area of controve
rsy in
the past year.
The younger generation led
by
college students have
been

proponents of this drive against
pollution. Many condemn business
for polluting the air and water. They
propose that business spend millions
of dollars to stop the inevitable doom
of pollution closing on and
destroying the earth.
1 would suggest that the air and
water will not make any difference
by then because we will all be buried
in trash and garbage thrown about
carelessly. Of course, this is a little
exaggerated, as is almost everything
we read today, but the plea is clear.
For a cleaner and more attractive
campus, pick up your trash and litter.
Stephen I ulton

It came down

fecal
'witted
'group
umble
r some

Paper drive May lc

Here on campus, students
There's some news in the
can put Japan. i lie tech
air, and
nology exists to
newspapers and any non-glos
you may be choking on
sy paper recycle most trash;
it. A recent (no magazines)
what is needed is
in
assi
study estimates 92 perc
gned areas of the will of the
people.
ent of their dorm. Some
where under the
burning newspaper ends up
In Los Angeles, the city council
in our air, foliage of noti
ces on your dorm's requ
and in sonic Maine dumps
ired housewives to separate their
most of bulletin board
you'l
l find a note garbage into
the garbage is paper. Pape
r we threw saying where.
separate bags for glass,
The Grounds Crew will
Out. Mutilated, re-hashed
aluminum cans, and newspape
trees.
pick them up before May
rs, all
15.
Something had to be done
of which were then recycled
. In
In Orono and Old
.
many states. citizens can
Tow
n,
But no one told the housewiv
take their municipal trucks
es
will collect papers that
newspapers to a junk company
what they were doing was
a few door-to-door on that
miles away, which forwards
date, and in preservi
ng u nrenewable mineral
the paper Milford, Brad
ley, Hampden, reso
to a company equipped to
urces, reducing litter, savi
de-ink and Winterport, %int
ng
er Harbor, Hancock, tree
convert newspapers to
s, preventing the filling
recycled and all of Mt.
of
Desert Island, private ecolo
paper. For every 120
gically-valuable marshlands
pounds of groups will
by
solicit newspapers.
newspaper recycled, one
dumps, and decreasing air
tree is
• If you don't live in any
pollution.
spared.
of those
Seeing the sorting out as
places, you can bring your
only a
In our part of Maine, the
papers to nuisance, the wom
closest the storage
en complained to
building in the Memorial
place recycling newspape
the council and the proj
r is Keyes Union
ect was
Parking Lot during the week
Fiber Company of Waterville
withdrawn.
. It's not of May
10. Trailer trucks will haul
too practical a spot if
you've got a them
Let us hope that does not happ
to the Bangor railroad site.
en
typical-size American
in Maine. It can unless we act.
car and
Dr.
at least worth the
How?
Fran
sis
klin
-mo
nth
Robe
s accumulation of
rts of the First, parti
paper it is
cipate in the May 15 paper
zoology department,
printed on;
newspapers.
who is drive and tell your
folks about it. Tell
3) give the Finger Awar
co-ordinating the project, note
But if you collect news
d to the staff
s that them they're saving
papers the drive
Maine when they
of the CAMPUS in hono
fro
is
m
just
a
peop
one-time project, Save garb
le in twenty Maine
r of your
age. Then go to your town
due to the massive manp
outstanding achievements
communities and funnel
ower
and
in libel
the paper time
officials and suggest they take
and yellow journalism.
over
requirements of operating
into a few 40,000-pou
it the operation on a regu
nd capacity regul
lar basis.
arly. Financially, the groups
railroad cars out of Bangor,
will Within a few years.
then the be paid
open dump
for the papers. but due to
effort takes on a
Philip Diming
little more tran
burning will be banned in Main
sportation costs the proje
e. so
practicality and meaning.
ct will why not recycle garb
age? Emphasize
probably just break even.
And that is exactly what
ecol
ogy.
the
Roberts hopes that in the
Maine Sierra Club, the UM
future
This earth is a spaceship. But
Wildlife the initiative
our
of collecting the papers
and Effluent Societies,
demand for treos, for meta
local Boy regularly will
handy-dandy mathematical equa
ls, for
be
Sco
taken up by the open
tions
uts, and several
green spaces is multiplying
coastal town governments.
on "zig-zag" papers.
community groups will be
faster than we are. At the
doing on
And there was an overwhelming May
Recycling needs supp
present
IS. It will be the largest
ort. The rate, our "astrona
turnout last week for a film give
paper U.S. recycles only
uts" will be hitting
15 percent of its sonic
n by drive in Maine's history.
hard times soon unless they
the Civil Engineering Departme
paper, compared to 46 perc
nt on
ent for recycle. Do it.
pot holes in roads.

Throw in
There are three ways that
the
CAMPUS can atone for its
shoddy
third-rate journalism:
I) contribute your future issue
s to
the newspaper drive;
2) throw in the towel and
yield to
the Bear Paw - - a paper
that
stands on its own two feet
and is

that )014 arc not doing
your job as a
representative of the student
body.
Perhaps your famous fellangiou
s
fey:simile of fecal fulminat
ion should
nest week be presented
to the group
who deserves it
most of all - yourselyes.
James Bickford, Chai
rman
Memorial Union Governing Boar
d
Editor's note:
.1/r. Bickford: the "mai
n hody"
of your letter was incl
uded in an
article entitled: "Union
plans Den
renoration, new cafeteria for
Maine
Lounge"(('A 111PUS. 4118
1 7 ).
Because of space limitation
s, we
found it necessary to leav
e out the
two paragraphs in your lette
r of last
week.

On Wednesday. April 28. a group
of friends and I spent over
three
hours in rising and setting
up a
display of helium balloons for
an
event. By 1(1 o'clock that nigh
t, the
display had been cut down. Acti
ng
on general knowledge and a previous
occurrence. I visited Corbett halt
where I found the remains of the
display but no information on who
the brave degenerates were. After
leasing I pieced together what must
have happened.
"Dum-er-uh. hey.. lookie guys.
look at them there floating, inflated
balloons on the mall." CI his is
degenerate talk for helium -filled
balloons).
"Yea, man. yea. I wonder what
makes them hang up like that."
Now one of these guys, Joe Jock,
is an intelligent degenerate.
"Well, you see, kid. a million
years ago Way lie New ton invented
gravity, and them inflated balls. being

Miller, Williams
01 esthetic value to the public and
of financial profit to the Universi
ty
of Maine. would be a Miller-illiams
drama week featuring the two major
masterworks of Arthur Miller
and
e nnessec Williams, distinguished
American playwrights.
Death of a Salesman by Miller and
.4 Streetcar Vamed Desire by.
Williams would he presented on
alternate evenings. 1 he players
ol course, be University of
Maine students.

'Pick a winner'

by Nelson Benton

A favorite testing formal is
What'd You Flunk ul liat
that most students this is simply a matt
er
of the multiple choice
Prelim.
questions, of writing "We're right and
they're
otherwise known as multiple gues
s or wrong." So what's left for the rest of
One of the obligations which bits
pick a winner. This is perh
aps the the 69 minutes and 30 seconds?
upon those so privileged as to atte
nd
most widely
used
method of
the University of Maine at Orono.
is torturing, tricking, infur
Another, this time from
iating, and
that of taking tests which go by
the
the even humiliating the stud
I nglish department. aske
ent.
name of Liminary and Prelimin
d that four
ary
In
man
auth
y
or's
cases
views be described rega
such a question
exams. The 2nd edition of Webs
rding
ter's might involve two
or more right cosmic chill with the answer to be
New International Dictionary defi
nes answers of which only
writ
ten
in
the
one is the
blue book. I didn't
liminary as "belonging to
the "right" one so that
a student is believe it either.
threshold." Your guess is as good
as forced to guess which
one of the
mine.
Of course most professors are
answers he guessed is the one
the proud of their
The context of these tests range
field of study and
professor w ants.
from finding "certain values of
many feel that they must expr
the
It's
ess it
prett
y
hard
to
pick
a right in their tests
electric
field
of
a
. I ike the General
plane answer when the ques
tion is to Psychology
electromagnetic field where 1- equa
prelim in which one was
ls describe "the basic comn
iunist view' asked to
a combination of 21 numerals
describe Watson and
and of the VIC(rlanle•e war"
when no Rayner's famo
symbols," to "describing the position
us experiment with the
Russian or Chinese profanitie
of the Suez Canal."
s are infant boy Albe
rt. I. verybody is
included among the choices.
The former belongs to a category.
familiar with the fat boy. Albe
rt, but
unfathomable and uncomprehensible
A similar problem is elk ountered the infant boy?
to anyone not belonging to
that when one is asked to choose a word
So it goes starting about the
notorious underworld organization which best
third
describes the I.reneh week
known as the College of .technolog
into
the
semester
popu
lation. is that word quit
and
y.
e continuing to the last
And at the other extreme, the appropriate
final. And
for a test which is taken u
lien
one
one about the canal was written
is asked to %A rite an essay on
by. iii nosed company?
"the impact of space trave
and for that outfit of namby-pamby.
l on
1
ohiep
American life." he can only wish
- - the students and faculty of
tesingof
that
the
shor
t
mira
o
had been greater and that he
College of Arts and Crafts
tor In one History course the professor was
on the moon or in outer
Sciences if you want to joke
spay.c or
about required that the student analyze the
in Biddeford, allN%\hers'
generation cap in 70 minutes.
except
ho Stevens Hall in OrOno

so light and all, are pulled upwards
by the moon."
"Ile , Joe. do you suppose we
could get those things: I never had
one when I was a child and would
like to have one beforc I grow up."
"Ica. sure kid, with a little by Sue Gagne
faucet, but he conies back victorious,
Meanwhile. I lip Wilson and
creativity we can tear the thing right
thinking: "I did it my.. way."
1 he
Iran
,
Bells have run into
Kafk
a
and Dean Martin
down; besides. they aren't red, white
a Hippies'
Whil
e the others are beginning to
may
not have very much in common.
Coalition meeting in the
and blue anyway."
separate into groups. Iran/
Union's
Kafka
but a visit to UNIO could prove to
music room. 1 lip
be sneaks back to his room.
So Joe Jock and his friends went
is sitting
Whe
n
he
very
inter
estin
cross
g to both of them. leaves agai
-legged on the floor,
back to Corbett to gather their
n he heads straight for
his eyes
hey- have been invited to
staring in disbelief at the
intellectual equipment and proceeded
a Murray ILI!. V, here a zoology
hairy leader
class is
convention of the Arts which is to
of
the
coali
tion,
to tear the display down while half
be being held. Ile holds his radi
o in one
held in Hauck Auditorium at 8 a.m.
the campus watched from the library
hand and flips it on before ente
he
lead
er is wearing patches with
Satu
ring
rday
.
steps.
the building. "Jeremiah
some jeans here and there
was
a
. He is
"Gee. Joe, I sure had fun
Other guests ins hide Mr. and Mrs. bullfrog ..." is playing loudly'.
saying. "Let me make this
perfectly
tonight."
rnest Hemingway , I rich Segal. Paul
Hearing the commotion, the dear ..." when
I lip ponders: Only
"Yea, kid, it just goes to show McCartney, 1 lip Wilson, and
students look out into the corr
the
idor the devil could turn someone into a
that anything that goes up, must Bells. Ihe convention is due to begi
and
are
surpr
ised to see Kafka dirty ole hippy. Yup." he
n
sighs. "the
come down."
in an hour, and most of the guests disguised as a fetal pig and
singing. devil made
do it." One of the
In answer to Joe and his friends. have decided to tour the campus "I'd rather be a sparrow than
Bells
,
watching the barefoot mob
a snail.
.
in a language they can understand. I while they arc waiting to convene.
Yes I would . . ill could ...
remarks, "How it makes me
quiver -.
say.. "Duh-er-uh, up yours,"
Just then a young hippy.
Dean Martin staggers off to the
carry mg
%hen he sees the grow
ing crowd. easel and oils sees the face of
Allan Pearve Rock with I rich and Paul. .I hey of
I hr
he
take
s
poss
essi
on of himself and Wilson, eyes and mouth
to take the Bells along, but the Bells
wide open in
walks to Hauck for the on
guess they'll stay with I lip a vs bile.
(ion. innocent amazement.
At the same moment a yery
flip and The Bells decide to get to
Ile runs over to I lip and
interesting discussion begins at
sa y
know some of the college students
the tasv:
mated "It a pi. !lire pain
Rock. Dein Martin is speaking
t,
and walk over to the Union to find
to
thou
Both Death of a Salesman and :4
sand
words, the' why can ;
Paul !McCartney about the sexu
I
some interesting conquests.
al paint
Streetcar Named Desire are etern
y OW"' I hp %tat siii dist,
revolution on campus. "I %cry body
al
.
Mea
nwh
ile
, back at the
magnets for the public.
and mumbles. "It v
loves somebody sometime," he say
lust Fy
Spanish-type hotel which Mr. and
'magination - - runniii. and
1 rich Segal, who is sitting :it
1 he presentations of thes
ruin ,
e Mrs. Hemingway found in Orono
nearhy. table, arlifOglie, for and running
masterpiey es would be some
"
thing for Mrs. Hemingway awakens as the sun
inter
rupting, but says, "this is true."
the public to anticipate
and the rises and finds the hotel loom
1 he consent ion cony died atS
He begins to expound on the siilv;c
university students to look
t.
forward flooded with water. She stirs I inest
sharp. It Was telt a m,,,,2 the xy,v,.
but frustrated, he say s. "11 heie do
to next semester. May my conc
I that the t A10 \'.i1M1'11` w
eption from his sleep and says. —1
ould be
"ill Pill
begin
Paul pats his .houldei and
be a plausible suggestion now
and a my hand in the hand of whoeyei stills
esyellent set tom I it •,/ Mace
. 5% ho,
urges him to continue.
feasible reality for the Universi
ty of the water,"
the men favored Tii,•
8,;,1
"Don't get all flustered." he say s,
Maine at some future date.
and the I:elv. Ihe conyentiom. int!,
He tells het to be coarageous
A
"it's lust another day " Soon
they with Prof. Jeksll's
"We can work it out. It takes
lectifie on
finish their drinks and lease lot
Jim Sweet
the PsVehol/01:1 of ON
Hemingway an hour to t is the leaky
harikervo,
convention.
Sit( OW.

How it makes me quiver'

drama
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New disciplinary code will apply to all UM campuses
continued from page I
throats," said Noble.
participate in any intercollegiate even
Steve Gotlieb, a stude
that have been added as grounds for most part, restatements of existing
nt
According to 1 hompson, etc.," while the propo
committee member said, "We've
sed code reads; dismissal include: Possession or use Maine or Federal Laws.
got campuses at Machias, l't.
Kent. and
to get away from coddling
of firearms or ammunition if in
students. Presque Isle do not
have a code and "A student placed on D.P. is subject
'Treat the student as an adult
violation of existing regulations,
The basic problem that confronts
and Farmington and Gorham
to removal of any specified privilege
have a code
he'll respond as an adult."
unauthorized possession or use of the Board
l• or malty termination of
of Trustees. %vial whom
that varies greatly from ours. The e t
Banks said. "A code cannot take
explosives or incendiary materials, final approv
al rests, is the technique
rapid adoption of the proposed code participation in activities vvas
the place of the laws of the state.
unauthorized and willful obstruction
mandatory with the proposed code
The by the trustees vc ill
affect
these
code is a supplement not a substi
of other individuals or vehicles. used in consul
it is diseretionary.
tute campuses more than Orono
ting the various
.
to Maine Law"
making a false threat that a campuses
and boss the campuses
"If these campuses felt the code
The proposed code is more dangerous condition exists on or in respon
The Orono committee has vkas
d to the techniques. This could
being imposed on them it might specif
ic. Under heading IV. university property and
drafted about 20 recommendations weake
the list goes make or break the code's operation
n the operation of the code
Regulations, those forms of conduct on. 1 hese regula
concerning the proposed code that itself,
tions are, for the on each campus of the "Super U."
" 'Thompson said. "This is the
will be turned over to Libby primar
y reason in asking for more
tomorrow, Thompson said. The time.
committee will then select three
Another recommendation that
members to attend a university-vvide will be sent
to Libby. according to
meeting later this month to discuss Noble. is that
continued front page I
a peremptory challenge
doctor) she used the "hit-and-miss"
recommendations from all campuses. be incorporated
into the Diseiplinary
to ,175. I his reduces the average
She
too, contacted a member of with an unfortunate two hits. She is a
Following this meeting the final Board trial
procedures. I his would the Population Contro
rate of abortions by about S100.
l Fund and sophomore.
recommendations would then be sent allow the studen
t to have any one arranged to borrow
$200 (Girl No.
As far as the money is concerned. Their major concern is making the
to the chancellor for transmission to member of the Board
removed from
trip as psychologically easy as
l's abortion cost more because she girl No. 2 will have until September
the Board of Trustees for their June the proceedings. A second
challenge chose an expensive clinic.) She
possible, reducing worries to a
to
repay
the
52(K).
signed
meeting
mjy. be made but the student must the papers
minimum.
, took copies of the tests,
These are only two of the more
e committee members shovv cause in order
for a second and headed with a friend to Long
Only one girl so far has sought
than 25 girls who have used the loan
are satisfied with the substance of the Board
member's removal.
Island.
aid
from these clergymen, but the
fund
tmans
more have financed their
code. It is the method of adoption
In relation to the proposed code
She arrived on time for a 7 own trips) and almost S3,50
case workers for the loan fund are
0 has
that they find fault with. According the key vvord
is DISCRI I ION, o'clock appointment and was greeted
been loaned out to emergency Cases eager to refer anyone to them who
to John Noble. a graduate student exercised by
by the laces of about 25 other girls already this
campus patroh»ent and
year. According to the wants it.
memb er of the committee. 0 I iid s
also %vatting for an abortion. She had
it the campus judiciary
The reason the hospitals lower
case workers who represent the fund.
recommendation %k ill be made to (Oft Cr. It
these people feel the routine heart and blood pressure tests
the
abortion costs for the
much
of
the
money
has
been
paid
Libby to send the code ha c k to i nd IS (dual
can be dealt
vc it h and a complete ph y sical shortly'
back already. In terms of the clergymen-referred girls, is that the
st ud en t -fa ul ty groups for etlectively
by campus authorities so before the operation. She noted that
Population I und, they will ask that major job of counseling and
consideration rather than directly to he Ii. but
the h a%c the option to a few girls %s ere eharged an estra SIS
all
loans from now to the end of the psychological testing has already
the chancellor after the future %las bring ans
if they had to be treated first for
matter to the attention oh
been confirmed before the girls enter
semester be repaid by September.
a
meeting.
Stale authorities. t lie proposed code rash or an internal infection.
the hospital. This alleviates some of
Prior
to
this
month
,
the
"If this code is goen Onal
More lenient HI sonic areas.
A mild drug injection rela‘ed her
I or
ma‘imum amount of a loan was the hospital is
thus lowering
approval by the trustees at then lane c
and she confirmed that at all times
nip le
HMI
I)Is,
S400.1 his has been lowered to S300 costs.
mecring rlicu %%ILA Iho
doM12
she fell al ease. almost happy
It'll
Lode I
R ecogniiing that most girls
because only. one girl has ever needed
ra "
dois ii
w
snide iii
I he routine suction method ssas
placed 1. sit I).1'. shall not
the full S400. and also the costs for cannot discuss a proposed abortion
also used for (jirl No. 2 and it is
abortions are declining. !he average is it hi their parents or even their
vommon pf:14:1It:e for all \c'irI ii liii is
friends, oftentimes there is no source
amount borrossed is about S225.
less Mall III ss eel.. pregna
nt. I hits inn
group of Jags men in Mame. of money at all. 1 he three girls from
ii .is eight vveeks piegnant at the nine.
eoncerned with high abortion rates. the Population Control I und can be
In less than seven minutes. she
have agreed to counsel any girl is its is coil t a :led through the Student
\%.1, taking it easy in
big re t
seeking an abortion. and in return. Senate office and they plan to keep
chair and proceeded to in home
the clergy men is ill eon tat t the the bind in operation as long as it has
about an Ii MU later.
hospital and reduee the cost oh the mono .
I his ma. (Jul No. 2's sceond
A ecord ing to tine of the
alio; non.
a bortio n ibis car. \s a
easess
orkers, —11e just %sant to help
Present rale, through the
method ibet ansc ot her adamant
those it I- , don't knoss is here else to
clergy men tounseling aserages v,I50
go."

Two UMO girls tell of their abortions
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ABORTION

can be less costly than you may
think, and pregnancies of up to
12 weeks can be terminated for

$175.00

including doctors fees, laboratory tests, all medication &
referral fee. Hospital and Hospital affiliated clinics only. Safe,
Confidential, Immediate.
call

TNIe

(212) 838-0710
24 hours — 7 days
Woman's Aid & Guidance Group
40 F F)4th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022

You'll kick yourself this Fall when
This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.

Hlh

there's no yearbook for you!!
PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN
307 HOGAN ROAD BANGOR
TEL 947 0121

May is the last month to order th
e
1971 PRISM
Write or come into the PRISM OFFI
CE, 107 Lord Hall. (Old
Security Offices)
Office hours are 1-3 pm Monday and
Wednesday 9-11 am Tuesday
and Thursday.

may 6. 1971
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ROTC enrollment slips slightly

Police blotter

by Don Perry

by Eileen Stretton

The ROT(' piuglaiii at UMO has
enrolled a "little less than average"
number of students in the past two
years, according to It. Col. George
Fell, professor of military science.
Fell said ROTC has enrolled 20
fewer students this year than last
year, and 20 fewer last year than the
year before.
ig u re s obtained from the
registrar's office as to the number of
grades turned in by the military for
the fall semesters are; 1965 - 363;
1966 -382; 1967 -356; 1968 -278;
1969 -165; 1970 - 114.
Fell said he feels the drop in the
last two years in enrollment does not
represent any significant change
in
the students' general attitude towards
ROTC. He said things such as
animosity towards the war
affect
student enrollment somewhat, but
enrollment figures vary from high to
low from year to year.

national movement to
have
abolished on college campuses.

it

At that time, he said, Presid
ent
Winthrop C. Libby asked each
college
faculty to decide what credit
would
be given for participation
in ROTC.
Also, the College of
Arts and
Sciences introduced a propo
sal to
change the relationship of ROTC
to
the University.
John Nolde, dean of arts
and
sciences, said ROTC was not much
of
an issue at the time. He
said the
proposal was kind of an "inno
cuous
thing." Ile said he doesn't recall
the
exact language of the proposal,
but
thought it was intended to
make
ROTC more academically orient
ed.
Pusey of Harvard said that he
didn't expect ROTC to be reinstated
at his school. On the other hand,
both Nolde and Clark agree in that
they don't expect it to become an
issue again on this campus in the near
future.

Howard University in Washington
D.C., dropped ROTC after a stude
nt
sit-in in the president's office in
Dec.
of '67.
In 1964, UMO
switched from a
two-year mandatory
ROT(' program
to a four-year
voluntary program.
Fell said this is one factor that would
account for a drop in enrollment
figures.
Fell went on to explain that
ROT(' on this campus does
no
advertising except for
the
presentation it offers to incom
ing
freshmen during freshmen
orientation.

Many universities across the
country today are striving to find
a
method whereby the military servic
es
can continue to recruit men into the
officers training corps, and yet have
the actual training part of the
program transferred to summer
camps off the campus.
Fell also feels that the ROTC
Although UMO's ROTC unit is
Boston University dropped
program at UMO has not been
plagued by problems that have academic credit for military training presently experiencing enrollment
courses in September of 1968, after a decreases, it continues to flourish
affected other colleges.
campaign begun by the campus with no immediate plans on the part
At Harvard, for instance, news
paper, the BU News. of the administration or the faculty
President Nathan Pusey told the North
eastern University abolished to curtail credit or banish it from the
CAMPUS the ROTC unit there was campu
campus.
s ROT(' in the spring of'67.
closed down as a result of a faculty
decision.
"The faculty didn't have
complete say about who should
be
appointed to the unit." he said. "Nor
did they have any say over what
should or should not be taught in
the
program."
At Dartmouth, student protest
over the Vietnam war has led to a
gradual phase out of ROTC there.
James Clark, vice president for
academic affairs at UMO, said ROTC
did become an issue here two years
ago when there was a considerable

Thc First Maine Cadet
Brigade. Reserve Officers Training
Corps, is holding its annual review
and awards ceremony today. The
purpose of the ceremony is to
recognize outstanding cadets.
This year, 25 awards will be
presented in scholastics, 1,,
physical combat proficiency.
The project originated as a
plan of Alfred B. Lingle. class of
'20, to honor the late lieno I
Carey, .'22, for his life-long
interest in the Armed Lorces and
the University of Maine.

Johnny's Pizza
courteous service
open 7 days and nites
827-3848
North Main St.

TH1BODEAU'S VIP
BARBER SHOP

Old Tow n

Specializing in.

Part of the daily work 01 the

campus police includes answering and

investigating complaints that flow
into every police department.
Most of them are trivial and some
are downright funny.
Last Friday, for example, the flag
was stolen from the pole outside
Fernald Hall after the cable was cut.
According to Robert P. Picucci,
deputy chief, this is something of an
annual event. But sometimes, he says,
it happens twice a year, "usually in
the spring."
And last Wednesday, a coed
complained to the police that a group
of 'Greeks were doing some "noisy
exercising." It turned out that the
members of one house were doing
calisthenics early that morning on
their front lawn.
Gunshots were reported near the
deer pens last Wednesday, but none
of the animals was reported hurt.
The list of investigated reports
for April includes: 30 larcenies, three
cases of breaking and entering, nine
of lost property. 17 of recovered
property, two missing persons, two
prowlers, three stolen bikes, one
stolen auto. 18 cases of malicious
conduct, and two morals charges.
"This doesn't mean we're having
a crime wave on campus." Picucci

Stroller and Carriage
Combinations

TIRES
$1 WKLY

DAILY PICK-UP
SERVICE
HILLSON
CLEANERS
************
18 MILL STREET
ORONO MAINE

El terms- SI weekly
20 styles to choose from

Economy Furniture
Old Town 827-2484

said. "Actually it was kind ot normal
and relatively quiet."
In March, $1,078 in money was
reported stolen and $685 was
recovered, he said.
Picucci also said that the police
haven't been ticketing as many cars
for traffic violations since the peak
period in early March. He also said
the police will not tow away as many
cars forthe rest of the semester.
But he warned that enforcement
of parking violations will be tougher
in the fall.
Some habitual violators of
parking laws, he said, have tried to
make towing their vehicles so
difficult that the police won't bother
with them. By turning the front
wheeLs as far as possible to the left or
right, locking the steering columns
and leaving the transmissions in
park, he said, it is very difficult to
move the vehicle.
So, Picucci said, police simply
ticket the auto, instead of damaging
it by towing it away.

TELEPHONE 866-3647

Penobscot Trading Post

Franny, Doctor shoes
Heel them
Attend their dying
And save their s,,Ic%

franny's
Shoe Repair
119 So. Main St.
Old Town, Me.

24 HRS /DAY

Immediate scheduling.
licensed physicians, accredited
hospitals and their out-patient clinics.
Call today for immediate confidential information and assistance. Lowest prices for finest care.

ETHICAL ABORTION REFERRAL
215-879-3100

HAIR COLORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
RETOUCHING
Come down to
35 North Main St.
OLD TOWN

NT
ON LtILIN
IIII
UNION ST. & GRIFFIN ROAD

Hr (all 827-5531

(next to Airport Mall)

HANSONS SKI & SADDLE SHOP
395 SOUTH MAIN STREET

BREWER

TEL. 942-3279

HIKING & BACK PACKING EQUIPMENT
GERRY — CAMP TRAILS

HIMALAYA — NORTH

VOYAGEUR

FACE

BOOTS

(

FAMILY FEATURE WEEK

10

RICH—MOOR FOODS

LIFE INSURANCE IS GOOD PROPERTY!!!
SF'ECIAL
STUDENT FtANS
AE NCW
AVA!LABLE
Art Collier - UMO representative
12 years continuous service to faculty and students

National T ife

MAY
I

11

I

12

13

TURKEY DINNER WITH
ALL THE DELICIOUS
Plus choice of jello, pudding
or dish of ice cream,
and beverage

14

15

COMPLETE
DINNER

46

6

7/71/1.1 RESTAURANTS COAST TO COAST

of Vermont
96 Harlow St.,

Grant Plaza
Bangor, Maine

942 5472

942 7331

Stillwater Ave.

Old Town, Maine

10
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Cathy Sperces - Milford
B. Thompson - Orono
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Marilyn Mitchell - Old Town
Al Staples — Carmel
Mary Duroche - Old Town
Gordon Hall - Orrington
Mrs H Hogan - Orono
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Servant of Two Masters: superb play
by Don Perry

he audience Imed
What greater compliment can a
play receive? l'he first and most
important measure of a play's wortl
is alWays its entertainment value.
The opening night performance
of The Servant ol Two Masters
uesday s', as an unqualified success
in all respects.1 he acting was superb.
the costumes were delightful, and the
setting was not only effective, but
used to its full advantage.
The play was directed by J.
Norman Wilkinson, and Dr.
Wilkinson delivered just what he
promised: "a good and happy time at
the theatre."
Using imaginative deviations from
author Carlo Goldoni's script,
Wilkinson succeeded in
re-introducing much of the original
spontaneity that characterized
Commedia dell 'Arte.
Commedia, meaning comedy ot
the artists, designates the troupes of
actors who began to flourish in 16th
century Italy. The troupes used stock
characters and improvisational acting.
Goldoni, in an attempt to reform
the Commedia, eliminated the masks
the characters used to wear, and
eliminated the use of comic business
as an end in itself.
Wilkinson, in his production, uses
exaggerated make-up to hint at the
earlier masks.
And it should be remembered
that Commedia material is not
intellectually demanding. It offers a
comedy that is, in many respects.
both light and sophisticated. The
dialogue is simple, and phrased in a
way that is surprisingly modern.
Wilkinson says that Commedia is
not demanding dramatically for the
actors, but through skillful and
energetic comic acting can make the
most of their parts and then some

ABORTION AND BIRTH
CONTROL HELP. CALL
BILL
RD. DIRECTOR
OF NON — PROFIT
PARENT'S AID SOCIETY

aAi

who established the nation's first
abortion and birth control center
.-ight years ago, helping thousands
get safe, low cost abortions. Anyone, regardless of age or marital
tatus will be helped. STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL.
NO REFERRAL FEE

CALL 516-538-2626

All of the St,,
haraLter, 01 Oki
are there: Pantalouc.
the old man,
gullible, irascible. Played
bs
nes% comer to the Masque,
J. Michael
Hahn, the role offers
countless
Opportunities for improvisation,
and
Hahn takes advantage
of sonic of
them. I he role itself does
a lot of the
work.

WISH TO BUY
Small, low priced trailer with or
without land. Call Sandy
827-2484.
HELP WANTED
Banjo player to entertain in
Bar Harbor Club. June - Labor
Day. Write: John Talbot, 76
Cottage Street
APT. wanted Fall '71 by single
male student. Must be clean,
modem & quiet. Please write
Advertiser, Box 31, 106 Lord
Hall, Orono, Maine.
Rent needed July 18 - August
31 for family of four. Prof.
A r thur Johnson. History
Department. SUCP, Potsdam,
N.Y.

Summer Europe
Boeing 707 *5199*
June 11 - Sept. 4 NY/LON R/T
June 25 - Aug. 28 NY/ION RI!'
June 19 - Aug 27 BOS/LON R/T
Student & Faculty
Price based on 40 seats
Call 581-7637
Claudia Charette
14-7-101

I Ten undergraduates get $13,220 1
'grant to study ecology of lakes I

W. Michael McCardell, we are
provided with two memorable scenes
by Paul Adamus
of erudition.
Carla Wight who plays Clarice,
I lie changing ecology of Maine's
daughter to Pantalone, is
lakes
will be the target of a team
appropriately wistful and winsome
and funny. and beautiful. She is well research effort by ten UMO
undergraduates this summer.
suited to her role as are all of the
Support
ed by a $13,220 National
characters in this play.
Harlequin (called 1 rufaldin
o in
Wilkinson has done a remarkable Science l• oundation (NSF) grant,
this production). the
they will use research methods of
ever-hungry'. job of
casting. Silvio, the bungling
cunning. yet ingenuous
sociology, limnology (study of inland
servant is betrothed to
Clarice and son of the
there. Indeed, lie is
the central doctor,
waters), economics, and soils to
who is similarly afflicted with
character of this play. Acted
determine what summer recreation
by Skip bungling, is
played by Michael R.
Sickles, he is easily the
most popular Van
does to four Maine lakes.
Dyke.
character on stage.
Sickles uses
Their effort began last October
Susie
Caron.
remembered for her
improvisation and a low-key
when the UM Office of Research and
ed brilliant perform
approach to the role. Ile is
ance in Something
lederal Relations notified the
energetic About An
and affecting and doesn't
Oyster, is equally. great
overdo it. here.
Lffluent Society and the Student
Andrew
Periale's accent is
Doctore, who unduly uses
Senate of a NSF-sponsored
minute perfect.
Sue Barnard plays a man, but
details in the presentation
of his fools
no one. And there are more. All "S t ud n t - Oriented Studies
knowledge, is also there. Played
Program."
by worth seeing.
Each summer the federal program
awards funds to teams of college
undergraduates.
As for anyone applying for
"The United State% ... contains
Harrington will speak at UMO at research funds. the UM group had to
an affluent society within its borders 8
p.m. in Hauck Auditorium draw up a nronosal. After a writ.s of
open meetings, the students decided
... At the same time, the
U.S. Monday.
on the topic "An Evaluation of the
contains an underdeveloped nation, a
Harrington received his education
Environmental Effects of Residence
culture of poverty. Its inhabitants do at
Holy Cross College, Yale
Patterns on Four Recreationnot suffer the extreme privation
as University Law School, and
the Oriented Maine Lakes."
the peasants of Asia ... yet the
University of Chicago, where
he
They elected Joseph Wunderlc, a
mechanism of the misery is similar. received
a Masters degree in English
They are beyond history, beyond
senior biology major, as leader.
Literature.
A It ho ug h 30 faculty members
progress, sunk in a paralyzing,
He says, until the facts of poverty
reviewed
maiming routine."
the proposal and gave
shame us, "the other America
will
numerous suggestions improving it,
So said Michael Harrington in his continu
e to exist, a monstrous
book, The Other America, first
the students did the actual
example of needless suffering in
the
published in 1961.
most advanced society in the world." organizing. planning and writing. By
November 30 it was ready.
In early March the group got
news from Washington they would be
Mother's Day is May 9th
funded. Only 106 of the 560
p ro p0 H. submitted from
S.
Whatever that special gift may be, you'll
1,ccll i. cpictl

Michael Harrington to speak on poverty

The group will start the project
June 4. Sociology majors Garry
Greene and Barry Toothaker, and
political science major Richard Barrie
Michelsen will poll summer lake
residents to find out their
characteristics and depth of concern
for Maine's environment.
Wildlife major Susan Haseltine
and sophomore Lawrence Harwood
will investigate changes in the soils
around lakes due to high recreation
use. From their data, they will
prepare a best-use map for the area's
soils.
Senior political science major
Andrew Siket will determine the
direct economic costs, the costs of
environmental alteration, and costs
due to satisfaction-loss to residents
by each lake's development.
And finally, the whole lake
ecosystem will be explored by
biology majors Joseph Wunderle and
Richard Kunis, and biochemistry
major Karen Edgecomb. A position is
still open for a qualified economics
major.
The group has chosen Dr. Ronald
Davis, an ecologist and associate
professor of botany and geology, as
their adviser.
Several UM departments are
lending scientific equipment, and the
Wildlife Resources Division of the
School of Forest Resources is
donating laboratory. space.
As yet the group has not found
housing for the summer, nor a boat
for their limnological research. The
four lakes to be studied haven't been
finally selected, but the group has
eight possibilities in mind. One is
Pushaw Pond.

surely find it at the PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
colorful aprons

cookie jars

china & pottery cups

tea servers

The Thoughtfulness Library

stationery

place mat settings

wrapping paper
and especially CARDS!!!

BUT REMEMBER SHOP EARLY!!!

Picture & Gift Shop
I 7 'slain St.

tel. 942-0720

Private nursery school in
Orono starting in September, for
information call 866-2323.

ORGANIC GARDENERS
Place your order now for rock
phosphate and Fertrell organic
fertilizers. Available mid-May.
Ken-ro Farm. Plymouth. Maine.
Tel. 257-2276.
MEN of all trades to NORTH
SLOPE, ALASKA, and the
YUKON, up to $2800 a month.
For complete information write
to Job Research, P.O. Box 161,
Stn-A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3
to cover COSI.
CAPE COD COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Summer Session
June 23- August 4
Fully accredited, C.C.C.C. is a
two-year coeducational state
college. located in its new
campus, overlooking Cape Cod
Bay in center of scenic, resort
area. College credit courses in:
Modern Revolutionsm Juvenile
Delinquency, American
Literature, Acting, Black
Literature, Art, Sociology.
Oceanography, Reading
Improvement, American Social
History, Basic & Advanced
Psychology, English, Retailing
and others. Catalog: Continuing
Education, Cape Cod Community
College, W. Barnstable, Mass.,
02668.

VS1 IV Cf'S

launcry and cry cleaning
51 Washington St.
Pick up and deliver
7 am - 9 pm
7 days a week

Bangor

Tel 945 3448

Shirts satisfaction guaranteed
SUITS
GOOD

DRESSES
WAY TO SAVE MONEY

Downtown Bangor

Classified
LOST - magnetic car sign
advertising Kt/A campgrounds.
Please contact Roxanna in 243
Hart.

I I

WATERBEDS ARE: SWEEPING
THE COUNTRY
Everyone says, "Two things are
better on a waterbed and one of
them is sleep." The flowing rythm
of water literally follows the
sleeper gradually reaching perfect
stillness as you settle into place
for a heavenly rest that holds no
backaches, muscle tension - - just
pure ecstasy and a sea of dreams
indeed.
WATERBED
HISTORY:
Designed by and for hospitals for
better body conformation and
weight displacement but novv. its
in the bedroom, YEH!
DELUXE MODEL
$49.95
KING SIZE 6 ft. x 7 ft.
The world's finest quality
waterbed carrying a 10-year
guarantee.
Send check or money for
immediate delivery to:
TROPICAL WATERBEDS
Box 2243
Hammond,Indiana 46323
(Economy
models are also
available in all sizes.)
Would you like to make
money
for
your
sorority,
fraternity, any project or just for
yourselr Sell waterbeds, we have
a price set up for dealers and
organizations.

We give her
what she wants
•mt pants
knits, jerseys

•Pant Coats
•Sportsivear
Four Corners, Kelita,
Whistle Stop
•Jr. Dresses
Young Edwardian,
Mr. Boots
sizes 5-13
Student Charge
Accounts invited

BEN SKLAR'S
Old Town, Maine

107 Center St.

Open Fri. Eve. 'til 9 p.m. City Wide Free Parking
tel. 827-3507
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Baseball team loses three:
5-3 and 12-1 to UMass. ..
1

Steaks
Roast Beef
Marne Lobster

Cocktail

Lounge

Three Bonquot Rooms
Pilots•
1 9S.

-4( .1

Ihe UNIO baseball team lost both
games of a double-header to UMass
Saturday , 7-3 and 5-3. following a
loss to the Redmen on 1 riday. 12-1.
In Saturday's first game. Dan
Lsposito, the hard-hitting
first -baseman of the Redmen.
collected three hits and drove in tvvo
runs. The Bears tied up the game in
the fifth inning, 3-3 against leading
UMass pitcher Tom King. In that
inning, Bears' Rick Arnold and Bill
West drove in Dennis Libbey, and Al
Livingston doubled for two more.
Coach Jack Butterfield named Jim
Chaplin to pitch for Maine.
But the Redmen came back with
the winning run in the bottom of the
inning, as Mark Palau doubled home
Tom Conroy.
In the second game, it was almost

BANGOR
t.•
ROuTE
Ta‘f &EAMON f
OFF oN'F -,ST•TE

•

LET US HELP YOU
Call us now (collect) and
one of our dedicated staff
will answer your questions
about placement in Clinics
and accredited Hospitals
in New York City.
LOW COST

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK
CALL ANYTIME(coll
ect)

(212) 371-6670
Or
(212) 759-6810

WOMEN'S
PAY ILION
INC.
MADISON AVENUE
10022

•

The L. NIO fencing ,lub %von sis
awards in an All-Maine fencing
tournament held in the Memorial
Gym April 24.

arinington, 11estblook Junio
r
College, and Unity College competed.
The UMO club, which has about
15 regular members, according to
The UMO women's team, Singerman. are drawn from students,
composed of Suzanne Carroll. Anne faculty, and local residents. Their
Blanchard, and Judy Carroll (no coach is Ales Solarzano of Bangor,
relation to Suzanne I took first, who teaches fencing at UMO. Colby.
Unity, and other schools around the
second and third place award
s
state.
respectively.
Besides hosting the match,
The men's team. which includes Sing
erman said the club has
Fritz Kristbergs. Alan Singerman, and
sponsored five e‘hibitions in lounges
Robert Robles, won the first place
and recreation rooms in dorms this
award for the team as a whole
. semester. Turnout from students, he
Kristbergs placed second in individual said,
has been good, with about "50
competition for men and Singerman or so
showing up every time."
placed third in the same category.
lie said that the team keeps in
Besides the UMO club, which shape by practi
cing every Wednesday'
hosted the event, teams from UM
at evening in Lengyel Gym.

But tracksters beat Vermont

Sports Calendar

and set some new records

ABORTION

111144E'S

0

a repeat performance as NI.ne scored
three times in the fourth inning. by
singles from Steve Hopping and
Libbey. a vv- ild pitch, and a hit
baseman. But the Redmen tallied tuo
runs in the fifth to take the lead on a
mo-run single by Brian Martin.
Sophomore Paul Rutkiewicz hurled
for Maine in the second contest.
In Friday's game. the Redmen
crossed home 12 times to Maine's
one, a solo home-run by Bill West in
the fourth inning. But UMass put the
game out of reach for the Bears with
two runs in the first inning, three
more in the third, and si‘ in the
fourth.
Redman Tom White struck out
Maine batters 14 times to win his
eighth game in a row.
Maine hosts the Colby Mules
Wednesday in a 2:30 p.m. contest.

UMO fencing club
wins six awards

N Y.

Lverything for the Bride
Bridal consultant
always on hand

FAIRMOUNT
FABRICS
BC; discount with ID good
ALL YEAR.
Mon thru Sat
9:30 am - 5:00 pm
' ranklin St. Bangor

Saturday, May 8

The LIMO track team romped
In the long-distance races, Jake
ermont Saturday in Yankee Ward ran a 4:26.
7 mile and a 9:50.3
i. onference competition. 109/
1
2-441
/
2. two-mile to take first in both events.
Maine holds a dual meet record of
In the quarter-mile, Jim Good,
3-0 going into this Saturday's State Tom Beling,
and Dwight Henry swept
Series Meet at Colby. The Bears will the event
with Good bringing home a
defend their MIAA title.
50.3 time.
Good and Belding also helped in
In the third dual outdoor meet the mile relay
for a 3:28.7 clocking.
with Vermont. meet records in all Dave Carve
r and Bruce Douglass took
events except the long jump and the first and
second places in the
22 yard dash were tied or broken. 440-yard
hurdles, and Ray Talton
The Bear trackmen won all but two took first
in the I20-yard hurdles
events led by Maurice Glinton who with a time
of 15.7.
pulled firsts in the long jump, triple
jump. 100 and 220-yard dashes. He
also anchored the winning 440-yard
relay team.
The UMO woodsmen's team will
Tony Hamlini took first in the travel to
Paul Smiths College in Paul
discus throw when he heaved it Smith
s, N.Y. to compete in the
135'6/
1
2". Reggie Beaulieu and John annual Sprin
g Woodsmen's Weekend
Partridge threw the hammer for a tomorrow
and Saturday.
record tying distance of 145'3".
The UMO team will defend its
Maine swept the pole vault, with title which
it won during last year's
George Marshack vaulting 12'6". In competition
here.
the high jump. John Leshane and Jay
Two teams are being sent to the
Keillor took first and third, with meet.
Leshane jumping 6'2".
Captain of the "A" team is John
Carter of Orono. Other members are
Phil Cyaford of Steubenville, Ohio,
John Belding of Bellerose, N.Y., Ken
Undergrad Teaching Assistants Van Hazinga of Fitchburg, Mass.,
Lew Stevens of Springvale. Maine.
Wanted
and Joel Swanton of Redding Ridge,
TA's needed for general and
Conn.
organic labs, Readers in
Alan Kimball of Higganum.
organic and physical also
Conn. is captain of the "B" team.
wanted. Majors from any
Other members include Richard
field acceptable. Competence
in Chemistry and ability to
communicate essential. TA's
will have faculty aid and
supervision. Good pay
apply 285 Aubert Hall

Orono, Paul Miller of Bangor, and
Jim Turner of Piscataway, N.J.
Events will include two-men and
one-man crosscut sawing, two-man
bucksawing, and speed chopping, all
done on an eight-inch square white
pine log.

Wednesday, May 12
Varsity golf vs Colby, away, 1
p.m.
Freshman track vs Portland H.S.,
home. 3 p.m.
Thursday, May 13

KEEPSAKE
DeGrasse Jewelers

watch and jewelry repairing

University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
complete line of frate

rnity
and sorority charms
38 Main St.
Orono
Tel. S66-4032

MOST Of OUR COMP( TiTION *TNT OUT
OF B0SiNf SS
LAST YEAR - BUT AS FAR AS WI RE COIICFRRIO wiTH
TEN YEARS Of AUTO TOURERS BEHIND US
Mt 14Rt
HALT COW BACK FOR A S1( ONO TRIP NOT ONLY THAT
- WE PUT YOUR M)NT y IN ESCROW SO YOU It
HAVI
NO HASSLA THERE
TMPING Of MONEY
PRI( I,
RANGE FROM $210 FOR TWICE WEEKS TO
0118 FOR
TEN WEEKS (IMF TEN WEE FOR INC)00f S AN
8 DAY
CRIER 1St AND CRIFIST ) FORTNER TO MIRCH
If
YOU RE NOT ALREADY (FEAR IF RiNG OUT TO
lONDON
(BY 1141 WAY Alt TRIPS START AND FINISH THERE)
HAVE A FIR WORDS WITH
I

RESTAURANT
FINEST

Varsity Tennis vs. Bowdoin,
away, 1:30 p.m.
Freshman Tennis vs. Bowdoin,
away, 1:30 p.m.

DIAMONDS

SiAl Ott')

inter rested ? ? ?
ON TEM SPOT
HE WILL A1SO Gist
YOU OUR BROCHURE AND IS PRE TTY C1010 uP
HT S
ALSO GOT A EVE 0114110 SCENES GOING TOO
II IFY)S
I551 YOUR BAG SO WHY NOT GI T IN TOUCH ANYWAY
G TONOON MOROCCO ITAlY 051 11.1 INDIA Al
MCA EAR EAST IT At ) REDUCTIONS 101) GRoup
,
NO WAY (WE WANT INDIVIDUALS)

mc s OUR URN

EUROPE IS YOUNG PEOPLE INC
SO E 4251 NEW YORE) N Y 10017 TEL 212 996 64.56

•
CHINESE

EASTERN

FOOD

MAINE

"To add to your dining pleasure we now offer
your favorite beverage"

%p

Varsity baseball vs. New
Hampshire (double header), home
. 1
p.m.
Varsity tennis, last day of MIAA
tournament, home.9:30 a.m.
Varsity golf. MIAA tournament,
away, 10 a.m.

Monday, May 10
Varsity tennis, MIAA
tournament. home,9:30 a.m.
Freshman golf. UMO vs MCI,
away, 3:30 p.m.

Woodsmen to defend title

IN

Tuesday, May II

Varsity baseball, Maine vs Rhode
Island (double header), home,
II
a.m.
Freshman baseball vs NMVTI,
home, 1 p.m.
Varsity track, MIAA at Colby,
1
p.m.
Freshman track, vs Deering H.S.,
home, 1 p.m.

STATE STREET. VEAZIE

TEL. 945-6500

Your motherloves)ou,
no matter what.
Send her klis

bouquet r.yht now, JIJJ
Mother's Duy lost
Dehvered &most anywhere
The country. A special 9.ft fl•
spec.olmother Yours

$8.50 up

22 North Main St. Old Town

RENT A MERAZIII
Special plan for students
from 20 and over
Rates as low as S8.
00
Plus 81 a

ull Size

SLEEPERS

a day

mile

All models available
Jim Rapaport at 947-4559

th

I.1:II

LINCOLN MERCURY
32-40 OAK ST.

BANGOR

A •
Send her the
FTD BigHug bouquet early.

Lougee&J'
Frederick's.Inc.
florists
1171 Broadway Bangor, Me
Tel. 9474521

